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We present a systematic study of the sheet carrier density and valence-band offset in the
GaN/AlxGa12xN(0001) heterostructure as a function ofx from ab initio density-functional methods.
We find that the calculated sheet carrier density increases rapidly withx for x<0.3 in good
agreement with experiments, but beyond this concentration, it quickly saturates to a value of about
231013cm22. The band offset shows a small asymmetry between the Ga-face and N-face interfaces
and changes more or less linearly withx, although a small bowing is found. The layer-projected
densities of states indicate the formation of the two-dimensional electron gas at the Ga-face interface
and confirm the absence of interface states in the gap. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1704869#

I. INTRODUCTION

Nitride-based quantum well structures show great prom-
ise for optoelectronic device applications. A key property of
the III–V nitrides, different from traditional semiconductors,
is the presence of a large spontaneous polarization, arising
out of a lack of inversion symmetry of the wurtzite crystal
structure. Thus, for the nitride heterostructures grown along a
polar axis, the polarization difference between the two mate-
rials produces a sheet charge density at the interface, which
in turn is compensated by a screening charge of opposite
sign. For the GaN/AlxGa12xN grown along@0001#, a highly
mobile two-dimensional electron gas~2DEG! is formed. The
charge in the 2DEG can be modified via the piezoelectric
effect of the cap layer, and densities in the range of
1013cm22 may be reached. Such a large carrier density com-
bined with high mobility leads to good conductivity and su-
perior device performance.

To manipulate the electrical and optical properties of
these devices effectively, an accurate determination of the
sheet charge density as well as of the band offset is neces-
sary. Knowledge of the latter is vital for assessing the degree
of carrier confinement and therefore the usefulness of the
material for device applications. The band offset has been
studied for mostly the end member GaN/AlN, although ex-
perimental work to determine the variation of the offset with
Al concentration has just begun.1 Concerning the sheet
charge density, there are several measurements reported in
the literature, with most of the theoretical works based on the
macroscopic polarization theory. In this paper, we study the

variation of the band offset and the sheet carrier density in
the GaN/AlGaN heterostructure as a function of the Al con-
centration fromab initio density-functional theory~DFT!.

II. METHOD OF CALCULATION

The calculations reported here are based on the local
density approximation to the density-functional theory. The
linear muffin-tin orbitals method2 in the atomic spheres ap-
proximation ~LMTO-ASA! was used to solve the Kohn–
Sham equations self-consistently. In addition to the atoms, an
equal number of empty spheres were included to better de-
scribe the charge density in the interstitial region. Spin–orbit
coupling was not included, being negligible for the atoms
involved, and also we treated the Ga 3d electrons as core
electrons.

We used a supercell technique, with the unit cell consist-
ing of either (GaN)n /(AlN) n or (Ga4N4)n /(X4N4)n layers
periodically repeated along@0001# ~64 atoms plus equal
number of empty spheres in the second case withn54).
Individual X atoms in the unit cell were either Ga or Al,
allowing us to model the AlxGa12xN layer with varying Al
concentration. There are two types of interface. The ‘‘Ga-
face’’ interface is encountered going along@0001# from GaN
to AlGaN—i.e., along the Ga-to-N bond, and it is called so
because a Ga-~or Al-! terminated surface would occur at the
AlGaN/vacuum interface if the structure is grown this way.
The ‘‘N-face’’ occurs going in the reverse direction—i.e.,
along @0001̄# ~see Fig. 1!. It is not possible to construct a
supercell with only one type of interface and our supercell
contained one of each of the two interface types. It is the
Ga-face interface that is of experimental interest, since it is
there that the 2DEG forms.

a!Permanent address: Institute for Nuclear Sciences-‘‘Vinca’’, PO Box: 522,
11001 Belgrade, Yugoslavia.
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All our calculations were performed for the wurtzite
GaN/AlGaN ~0001! structure lattice matched to GaN. The
common in-plane lattice constant was taken to be the bulk
value for GaN. The perpendicular lattice constantc for the
AlN epilayer was computed from the macroscopic elasticity
theory,3 according to which

~c2c0!/c05~22c13/c33!~a2a0!/a0 , ~1!

wherea0 andc0 are the lattice constants for bulk AlN anda
and c are the lattice constants for the AlN epilayer. Table I
lists the structural parameters used in the calculation. With
these, the perpendicular lattice constant for the AlN epilayer
is c54.911 Å, which represents a compression of about
1.4% from the bulk AlN value. For AlxGa12xN, the perpen-
dicular lattice constant was obtained from a linear interpola-
tion between unstrained GaN (x50) and strained AlN (x
51). The internal structure parameteru was taken to be
0.376 for both GaN and AlN, neglecting the slight difference
between the two materials. Earlier total energy DFT calcula-
tions for GaN/AlN have indicated that the macroscopic elas-

ticity theory predicts the perpendicular lattice constant for
the epilayers quite well and the residual relaxation of the
atoms at the interface is negligible.4

To compute the valence band offset, we follow several
steps:~i! calculation of the electronic structure for the two
bulk materials and identification of some reference level in
the bulk, which is a local characteristic of the periodic po-
tential seen by the electron,~ii ! calculation of the same for
the interface using the supercell technique, and~iii ! determi-
nation of the band offset from the relative position of the
reference level on the right and left sides of the interface.

Any convenient characteristic of the potential may be
used as the reference level. Following Lambrechtet al.,5 we
use the cell-averaged point-charge Coulomb potential as the
reference level, a quantity that is especially easy to calculate
in the LMTO-ASA method. The cell-averaged potentialV̄
may be calculated by first averaging parallel to a plane
~planar-averaged potential! and then averaging over a period
normal to the plane. We can, alternatively, calculate it by first
averaging over the volume of the Wigner–Seitz atomic
spheres,
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and then by averaging over the spheres with a weight factor
proportional to their volumes:

V̄5(
i

V iViY (
i

V i , ~3!

where V i54psi
3/3 is the sphere volume,r i is the atomic

sphere position,si is the sphere radius, andqi is the total
charge, nuclear plus electronic, for theith sphere. In Eq.~2!,
the first term is the average of the point chargeqi located at
the center of the sphere and the second term is the Madelung
potential from all other spheres. For the present case, we
computeV̄ by averaging over the bilayer atoms and empty
spheres~there are two empty spheres in the wurtzite unit cell
on either side of each bilayer; we give them 50% weightage
each!. Bilayer total chargeQ is defined as sum of charges of
two atoms in the bilayer plus those of the empty spheres.

The valence-band offset~VBO! may then be calculated
by adding the two contributions

VBO5DV̄1DEBS, ~4!

whereDV̄ is the difference in the cell-averaged electrostatic
potential across the interface andDEBS is the valence-top
difference of the bulk band structure of the two materials,
measured with respect to a common cell-averaged potential
V̄. In our calculation, the valence top occurs 0.34 eV and
0.84 eV aboveV̄, for GaN and strained AlN, respectively.
The conduction band offset~CBO! is calculated by adding
the gap differenceDEg between the two materials forming
the interface, taking the strain dependence of the gaps into
account. Thus, we have

CBO5VBO1DEg . ~5!

FIG. 1. Sketch of the nitride heterostructure illustrating the two types of
interface.

TABLE I. Lattice parameters and elastic constants for bulk GaN and AlN.

Material a c u

GaN 3.189 Å 5.185 Å 0.376
AlN 3.112 Å 4.982 Å 0.38
Elastic constants for AlN c135108 GPa c335373 GPa
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows for the GaN/AlN structure the calculated
cell-averaged potential and the bilayer total charge, showing
the macroscopic electric field as well as the interfacial sheet
charge density. The monopole charge produces the change in
the macroscopic electric field across the interface, while the
dipole moment produces a discontinuity in the potential it-
self, leading to the band offset. However, with a monopole
charge present, the dipole moment is ill defined, being de-
pendent on the choice of origin~location of the interface!.
This issue has been considered in Ref. 6 and a certain pre-
scription for choice of origin has been given. We prefer in-
stead to define the interface to simply coincide with the mid-
point of the interfacial cation–anion bond. That way, with
the VBO and a knowledge of the electric fields, one can
obtain the profile of the electrostatic potential everywhere in
the heterostructure.

In Fig. 3, we show the electrostatic potential as well as
the valence and conduction edges for the (GaN)4 /(AlN) 4

heterostructure. We find a slight asymmetry between the
band offset for the Ga-face and N-face interfaces, with the
VBO being 1.15 eV and 1.26 eV, respectively, a difference
that is small but consistently found in our calculations. Fig-
ure 4 summarizes the calculated VBO as a function of the
aluminum concentration.

There are a number of experiments on the measurement
of the VBO for the GaN/AlN heterostructure. While the ex-
periments agree on the type-I band alignment, the reported
magnitudes vary widely, between 0.15 eV~Ref. 7! and 1.4
eV ~Refs. 8–10!. The large spread could be the result of

several factors such as uncontrolled strain effects or the dif-
ficulty of interpreting the photoemission spectra, which is the
basis for many of the experimental results. For example,
photoemission measurements for hexagonal AlN/GaN struc-
tures yield 0.6060.24 eV for GaN on AlN, but it is not clear
whether the interface is pseudomorphic.11 Earlier measure-
ments by the same group for a thin GaN film grown on
hexagonal AlN and vice versa yielded a VBO of 0.860.3
eV.12 Again, using the photoluminescence spectra for
GaN:Fe and AlN:Fe using the Fe acceptor as the common
reference level, Bauret al.13 obtained a value of 0.5 eV. The
highest value reported so far was obtained by Sitaret al.8

FIG. 2. Planar-averaged~dashed line! and cell-averaged~circles! electro-
static potentials seen by an electron near the interface~upper panel!. Straight
lines in the upper panel are fits to the data points to compute the electric
fields. Lower panel shows the planar-averaged electronic charge as well as
the total bilayer chargeQ ~units of ueu). While the interface dipole leading to
the band offset is clearly noticeable in the lower panel, the monopole charge
is best inferred from the change in the electric field across the interface, as
seen in the upper panel.

FIG. 3. Electrostatic potential for individual atoms using Eq.~2! and the
positions of the valence and conduction bands near the interface. The verti-
cal line indicates the position of the ‘‘Ga-face’’ interface. The ‘‘N-face’’
interface is located at the extreme right part of the figure, beyond the fourth
AlN bilayer, at the midpoint between the last two atoms shown on thex axis.
The conduction edge for AlN has been reduced from its bulk value by a
DFT-estimated 0.5 eV to take into account the strain condition.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the VBO on the Al concentration. Strain for the
Al xGa12xN epilayer was relaxed~relaxed strain indicated by R. S. in the
figure!. Shown are also the results for the fixed strain Ga-face interface~the
‘‘ 1’’ data points!, where strain was fixed, irrespective ofx, to the value
corresponding to AlN lattice matched to GaN. Lines indicate the interpo-
lated results.
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from cathodoluminescence data, which gave a value of 1.4
eV for the strained GaN/AlN heterostructures grown on SiC.
Concerning the doping dependence of the VBO, there is a
single measurement to our knowledge by Foxonet al.,1 with
the estimate of 0.2 eV forx50.2 and;1 eV for x51, in
excellent agreement with our results. Concerning theory,
much of the earlier theoretical studies treated a nonpolar in-
terface, which is somewhat simpler because of the absence of
the macroscopic electric fields, with the calculated VBO
varying generally between 0.8 and 1.0 eV.14,15There are sev-
eral calculations4,6,16for the polar GaN/AlN~0001! interface,
all of which use the pseudopotential technique, yielding a
VBO of about 0.70 eV.16

To discuss the electronic structure at the interface, it is
convenient to show the layer-projected density of states
~DOS! for the individual bilayers. The results, shown in Fig.
5, confirm that there is no state in the gap induced by the
interface. Also, the presence of the macroscopic electric field
may be seen in the progressive shifting of the valence and
conduction edges as one moves away from the interface. It is
clear from the positions of the band edges in different bilay-
ers that added electrons in the system~e.g., from donors or

from the surface states! will form a 2DEG at the Ga-face
interface, while the holes will migrate to the N-face interface
~highest valence states are there! forming a two-dimensional
hole gas. However, once the carriers~electrons or holes! mi-
grate to the interface, the electric fields will be drastically
reduced, extending the carriers to a distance of 100 Å or
more, which is much larger than what may be naively in-
ferred from Fig. 5. To obtain the spatial extent of the result-
ing 2DEG from DFT, it is necessary to perform self-
consistent calculations with the added carriers, which we
have not done here.

To calculate the polarization sheet charge densitys, we
first compute the electric fields on either side of the interface
and then use the resultE11E25s/e0 from elementary elec-
trostatics. We find thats first increases rapidly with Al con-
centration before saturating quickly to a value of about 2
31013cm22 ~see Fig. 6!. Interestingly, the inability to in-
crease the carrier density beyondx'0.35 has been noted
earlier,23 but the authors had attributed it to reduced doping
efficiency. Our results suggest that there is a more fundamen-
tal reason for this saturation—viz., the saturation of the elec-
tric fields near the interface with increasing concentrationx,
which in turn saturate the sheet charge density. Our calcu-
lated sheet charge density agrees quite well with the experi-
mental data reported in the literature as well as with results
obtained from macroscopic polarization theory.21,23,24
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calculated electric fields, depending on how the planar-averaged potential
~see Fig. 2, upper panel forx51) was fitted to compute the electric fields.
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